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Toseland Hall in the late 19th Century: John Dew Fairey and his housekeeper
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TOSELAND: A HISTORY
As you pass through Toseland today, what do you see? Has it always looked pretty much that way? If not, how has
it come to look the way it does now? In 2013, Toseland is a tiny village - 39 houses of various sizes and ages,
ranging from a 17th century Hall to 20th century bungalows and houses, with a church, a Methodist chapel and a
little garden containing a bench and the Parish noticeboard - spread either side of a short section of road now called
the High Street. The surrounding Parish of Toseland is scarcely much bigger, stretching for a few fields to the
north south and west of the church. Near to the church the fields tend to be small and hedged while the outlying
fields are mainly large and arable with few hedges and trees. Trees are more abundant in the village, in the
gardens, fields and hedgerows, and there is a small woodland to the south beyond Green Farm.

Today it is a modern country village. In 1995 there were six farms - East Farm, nos.1 & 2 The Green, Green Farm,
Toseland Hall, Hollow and Lodge Farms. Now 1 & 2 The Green is a small-holding, the Lodge Farm building has
been replaced by a modern house, ‘Cornfields’, but the land around it is still farmed, Hollow and Green Farms are
in agricultural use but the rest have become private residences. Few villagers now work on the land or in the
village. Most commute, by car, to work somewhere else. Some of the surnames on gravestones in the churchyard
could still be found on the Register of Electors for 1995 - Topham, Meeks, Fairey, Hedge and Jakins. Now only
the names Hedge and Fairey are on the Electoral Roll. The majority of the residents are incomers. Signs of
contemporary life abound - tarmac road, 40mph speed limit reinforced by flashing signs, telegraph posts,
electricity cables, mains water, sewer manholes, domestic fuel oil tanks and gas cylinders, dustbins, cars and
tractors, wind turbines. One of the few things shared with the villagers of the past is the ability to see the stars at
night, for there are no streetlights...yet.

It might be tempting to think that despite the trappings of late 20th century life, the village and Parish look much as
they have always done. Different ways of life, with different economic, social and political structures however
have created constant changes in the village’s appearance - and its smell! In the last 40 years, for instance, Public
Health Acts, the installation of sewers and mains water have led to the disappearance of the privvies, wells and a lot
of the ponds which were features of the village in the 1940s. Contemporary Toseland is, in effect, a product of the
values, aspirations and power structures of the late 20th-early 21st century, selectively overlaid on the traces left by
those of other eras, leaving some and obliterating others - just as those of the past did to the traces of earlier times.

Few conclusive traces of Toseland’s origins have yet been found. Mezolithic flint flakes have been found in the
Blue Ball’s vegetable garden. The field name Blackhills, given to an area south of the Hall near Gallows Brook
may hold a memory of a burnt out pre-historic settlement. Then again, it may relate to a later clearance of
heathland or to some other cause. Another field name, Cotton Close, over the Offord Parish boundary to the south
may refer back to a ruined Roman villa somewhere near - cot being a name often associated with such sites. But,
despite a few fragments of Roman pottery found at various sites in Toseland and the possible presence of a minor
Roman Road over a mile away, near Great Paxton, there have been no clear signs of Roman occupation.
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The first real clue to early settlement in Toseland links it to the Dark Ages and Scandinavian invaders. The name
- Toseland - roughly translates from Norse as Toli’s Grove. This may have been a sacred grove, since the
Norsemen worshipped woodland spirits before being converted to Christianity. An area west of the Green once
known as Grove Piece may even indicate the site of the original grove. Toli may have been one of the woodland
deities. Then again, the name may refer to the Danish Eorl Toglos - killed at the Battle of Tempsford in 921AD - as
the founder of the settlement. If so, this would date the Scandinavian village to somewhere in the late 9th - early
10th centuries, during the Danish conquest of the eastern kingdom of the Anglo-Saxons (East Anglia).

The Danish/Anglo-Saxon village would have been a huddle of thatched wattle and daub huts, probably enclosed by
a pallisade or even a ditch, with a small area of cultivated land around it, hacked out from the surrounding heath
and forest. The field name Bury Field on the west side of the Hall may refer to this enclosure but it may have been
on the site now covered by Toseland Wood where an impressive bank and ditch - nearly 10ft deep in places marks the location of the Norman and medieval manor house. This is a Scheduled Ancient Monument.

After the Norman conquest of 1066, the village seems to have been no more than a tiny hamlet. Toseland is not
mentioned directly in the Domesday Book of 1086 but is likely to have been one of the berewicks - literally,
barley-farms - attached to Great Paxton and held by the Countess Judith from Edward the Confessor in 1086.
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Yet, it gave its name to the Toseland Hundreds - an administrative area noted in the Domesday book as covering
214 hides of land encompassing the villages of Abbotsley, Buckden, Diddington, Eynesbury, Fen Stanton, Great
Gransden, Godmanchester, Hail Weston, Hemmingford Abbots, Hemmingford Grey, Hilton, Midloe, Offord
Cluny, Offord D’Arcy, Great Paxton, Little Paxton, St Neots, Southoe, Great Staughton, Tetworth, Toseland and
Yelling. The open-air court of the moot was held in Toseland, probably on the mound now occupied by the church,
until the 17th century when it moved to Spaldwick c.1651.2 A stone, now half built into the church wall near the
south doorway may be all that remains of the original moot stone .
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In the 12th century Toseland seems to have begun to grow in size and status, a process that was perhaps partly
initiated by some marginal connexions with the high power politics of the day. At that time and up to 1237,
4

Toseland was held by military service in the Honour of Huntingdon. That is to say, the Earl of Huntingdon could
give the lands to his supporters in return for military service and tithes. In the 1120s and 1130s the Earldom was
held by King David I of Scotland as part of his wife’s dowry. He was a key intriguer in the civil war between
factions of barons that resulted from Henry I’s decision to nominate his own daughter Matilda as heir to the
English throne in 1127, alternately paying homage to Stephen of Blois (who usurped the throne immediately after
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Henry’s death in 1135) and to Matilda.5 King David thus seems to have been a man who had much need of loyal
military support. It is therefore interesting to note that between 1124-28 he granted his tithes and those of his
tenants from the demesne of Toseland to the church at Great Paxton, and that co-incidentally around 1130 a stone
chapel was built in Toseland - on the present church site - served by Great Paxton church.6 Was this a
precautionary sweetener for his Toseland tenants, to enhance the status of their village in return for loyalty in the
strife presaged by the barons’ response to Henry I’s choice of heir in the 1120s? Was it also a gesture of solidarity
with the politically powerful Bishop of Lincoln and Ely to whom the living of Great Paxton church belonged? ...

After this time the history of Toseland’s ownership seems mainly to have been involved with local rather than
national power politics. In the early 13th century this seemed to be less of a ‘his-tory’ than a ‘her-story’ of two
redoubtable women of the Taillebois family. Alice de Trumpington, wife of the first recorded tenant of Toseland
manor, Robert Taillebois, successfully sued David Earl of Huntingdon in 1202 for her dowry in Toseland, which
had been deforced from her by his ambitious seneschal Philip Le Moyne of Moynes Manor in Little Paxton. The
same problem must have arisen again a few years later, for Cecelia, widow of Imbert Hereford and daughter of
Elias Taillebois - possibly Alice’s niece - recovered the manor in 1231, passing it on to her son Robert Hereford
sometime between 1242 and 1261.7

By the time Robert handed it down to his son Roger in 1279, Toseland was apparently a fair sized village. The
Hundred Rolls for that year list 51 houses, including the manor and the dwellings of 23 freemen, 25 villeins and 2
cottars, which, at a conservative estimate of 4 people per house would make the population around 200 people.
The chapel, although still tied to Great Paxton, was provided with a chaplain three days per week and on all feast
days except Holy Trinity, as the result of a successful clash between the villagers and the rector of Great Paxton in
1235. In addition, the chapel was extended, possibly to make room for the larger congregation. 8

In the 14th century the village continued to grow. By 1323, a windmill worth 20 shillings a year was recorded as
part of the manor holdings.9 In 1346 lands and a dwelling in Great Paxton and Toseland were given to Great
Paxton church by the holder of Toseland manor, Sir Reginald Grey of Wilton and John and Alice de Ravely - who
were either wealthy freeholders or Grey’s tenants at the manor - to support the 3 day chaplain and make extra use
of him in the de Ravelys’ ‘private oratory’.10
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Medieval Toseland would have been centred on the manor house - which may eventually have been a collection of
substantial timber framed buildings. Aerial photographs show traces of strip-farmed fields radiating out from the
site except to the south of the Green, which may have been a more extensive area of common land covering most of
the ground now occupied by houses either side of the High Street. The medieval villagers’ houses probably
clustered around the edges of the Green near to the chapel and the manor - some, owned by taxpaying freemen
(small farmers) may have been more ambitious than the simple mud and wattle huts occupied by villeins and
cottars. Muddy tracks probably led off in different directions from the edges of the village, the main ones perhaps
being those that led to the mill, to the expanding monastic market town of St Neots, and to the ‘mother’ church in
Great Paxton where some tithes were paid and all weddings, funerals and baptisms were performed.

Between the late 14th and early 17th centuries there were probably many changes. The Black Death may have
reduced the population considerably for a century or so after 1349. The manor, having passed into the hands of Sir
Reginald Grey after the death of Roger Hereford, stayed in the Grey family until Edmund Grey sold it to Sir Robert
Throckmorton in 1507. The manor then passed like a hot potato from Throckmorton’s son George to John
Gostwicke, Richard Gresham and to Sir Richard Williams (alias Cromwell) until it was bought in 1540 by Sir
Walter Luke of Cople (Beds.) in whose family it then remained until 1624. 11 The chapel and its parishioners
somehow survived the shift from Catholicism to Protestantism. By the 1550s, the chaplain had a fairly
comfortable living judging from the will of James Sandford, the chaplain who died in 1559 leaving ‘to my cozen
my house or chamber where I dwell called the Tylede (Tiled) House in Toseland’. 12

Under the Luke family, Toseland underwent some major changes which brought it closer to the shape of the village
that you see now. A new tiled brick manor house (Fig 1) was built, probably by Sir Nicholas Luke (Lord of the
Manor 1566-1613) in the early 1600s on a new site south of the old manor. It seems that a spate of building ensued
in this century and several houses survive, Green Farm, nos 1 & 2 The Green (Fig.3), Blue Ball House, nos 62 and
70 High Street and possibly the original wing of Manor Cottage (Fig.3).13 Blue Ball House and no.62 are known to
contain re-cycled timbers that may well have been reclaimed from the medieval manor. The location of the Hall
and some of the 17th century houses suggest a new emphasis on the track leading towards St Neots - which is now
the only road through the village. Green Farm, nos 1 & 2 The Green and Manor Cottage are, however, set back
from the road on the edges of what was open common land. These perhaps mark the sites of medieval farmsteads.

An apparent decline in population and number of houses accompanied these changes. This suggests that there may
have been some clearance and enclosure of common heath land and removal of the cottages of the very poor people
whose meagre existence depended on it - possibly in response to suggestions made by James I in Parliament in
1610.14 The Protestation Return of 1641, on the eve of the Civil War, lists only 44 men over the age of 16 - with 33
11
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different surnames - as resident in Toseland. Some of these would have been servants resident at the Hall rather
than individual householders and even allowing for a proportion of houses occupied by women or by Roman
Catholic men who had refused to sign, the Return suggests that there were fewer than the 51 houses listed in 1279.
After the Restoration, Hearth Tax returns for 1666, 1674 and 1679 list only 22, 27 and 20 houses respectively fewer than today!15

Fig. 1

Sketch of Toseland Hall, Rosa Young 1968.

The population may have been affected by the Civil War to some extent. There was some action in the district and
local legend has it that Toseland church was damaged after the Battle of St Neots in 1648, although the Elizabethan
communion cup inscribed ‘Towsland Hundrethe’ survived and there seems to be no documentary evidence to
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support the legend.16 More importantly perhaps, Huntingdonshire was a major recruiting area for Cromwell’s
New Model Army and for communities of ‘Diggers’ opposed to inclosures. 17 Some families may have marched
away to serve these causes, if not that of King Charles.

Ownership of the manor seemed however untouched by the Civil War. It was sold in 1624 by Sir Oliver Luke to
Henry Adelmare (alias Ceasar) Dean of Ely, who left it to his nephew Sir Charles, Master of the Rolls. In 1642,
national disaster may have been eclipsed by family tragedy, since as the Civil War was breaking out Sir Charles
and his son Julius died of smallpox within days of each other. If this was part of a local epidemic then smallpox
may have been another factor in the depopulation of the village.18 The manor passed to the younger son, Henry
Ceasar and stayed in the family until sold to Robert Pigott before 1733. After Pigott died in 1770, it passed through
several hands until it was bought by Edward Leeds of Croxton in 1786.19

During the 18th century Toseland was subject to more changes. The chapel, although still connected with Great
Paxton, became more autonomous. From 1702, baptisms, marriages and burials were allowed to take place there,
saving the villagers a trek into Great Paxton in their finery. From 1752, however weddings took place at Little
Paxton instead, and the oldest marked graves in the churchyard, near the south doorway, date from the late 1750s.20
Among these are the graves of John Goddard, farmer aged 55 who died in July 1757; Elizabeth Maunds, December
13, 1758 and her husband Robert Maunds, May 28, 1761 - a couple who produced 8 children between 1719 and
1733.21

Maunds was a miller. His mill may be the one marked on Thomas Jefferys’ County Map of Huntingdonshire
(1768) just past the Toseland crossroads on the south side of the road into Yelling.22 It may even have been on the
same site that had been occupied by the medieval mill of 1346. Certainly there was a mill on this site from the 18th
century up to 1915. Maunds and his large family may even have lived in a new house (now demolished) once
called Mill Farm and subsequently Top Farm, on a part of the High Street near the crossroads known as Mill Lane.
The collapse of the roof in the 1990s, about the ears of its last - and unscathed - elderly occupant, Miss Kate
Manning, was to occasion Toseland’s debut on Anglia TV News.

Mill Farm was not the only house to be built in the 18th century. Wayside cottage - once the Hand in Hand public
house (Fig.3) - and some of the rows of terraced cottages were probably put up in this period. All of these added
further emphasis to the St Neots road as the main thoroughfare through the village, by their location either side of
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County

it. Gordon’s map of 173023 and Jefferys’ map of 1768 (fig.2) both show the road issuing out of the back of St
Neots, where it was known as the St Ives Way and crossing Hawksden Leys to turn sharply right towards the Hall
near where Lodge Farm now stands. Jefferys’ map also indicates however, that Toseland village itself was still
distributed around a rectangular area of Green, from the top and bottom corners of which ran tracks to Gallows
Brook and Croxton to the south and to Great Paxton and Gravely to the west and north.

Fig.2 Jefferys’ Map of the County of Huntingdonshire, 1768, County Record Office, Huntingdon.

23

Gordon’s Map of St Neots 1730, reproduced in C. F. Tebbutt, St Neots. The History of a Huntingdonshire Town,
Phillimore & Co. Ltd., Chichester, (1978) corrected reprint 1984, p.11.
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This rectangular format was to some extent suppressed by the 1811 Inclosure Act (see Fig.2) obtained by George
Leeds of Croxton. The Act did away with whatever remained of the medieval strip holdings and reduced the
common land on the Green to the land between Green Farm and the road, although some common grazing fields
also remained between Toseland, Great Paxton and Eynesbury. Land was re-allocated in coherent parcels (1813)
to freeholders and tenants - for instance the blacksmith received the field now known as Pound Close but then
designated as Blacksmiths Close, just a few yards down the road from where the smithy stood by the roadside in
front of Manor Cottage. Presumably any poor peoples’ cottages left on the enclosed areas were demolished.24 The
locations of property boundaries, rights of way and public roads became fixed and the St Neots-Yelling road
became the only public road through Toseland, crossing a similarly designated public road from Croxton to
Gravely at Toseland crossroads. Between 1811 and the advent of the railway in St Neots in 1850, the public road
was established as running straight from Toseland to the top of Paxton Hill, as it does today, rather than turning
down through Hawksden Leys to St Neots.25

The pattern of small enclosed fields in the village and larger ones outside it - which had probably been started by
earlier processes of enclosure - became established by law to support a new sort of agriculture based on large herds
of livestock and correspondingly large pasture and arable fields to maintain them. They were managed by a small
number of tenant farmers and freeholders with a variable number of hired farm hands. Just before the enclosures, a
sheep farmer named Mr Dixie jnr. was the subject of a sensational story in the Cambridgeshire Chronicle April 8
1809. It appears that having bought a quantity of arsenic for dressing his sheep he then left it, wrapped in
unmarked paper, in the cupboard where the flour was usually kept. His maidservant, thinking that it was flour,
used it to make a pork pudding: ‘Mr Dixie and his shepherd...ate freely of the pudding and ...the maid also began
to eat of it but finding an unpleasant taste she declined to eat much...A child, nephew to Mr D. on finding the taste
disagreeable would not eat any.’ The mistake was discovered and the doctor from St Neots, Mr Sands, who
happened to be in the village, was called in. His ministrations were however in vain. Mr Dixie and his shepherd
died within hours of each other and the maidservant was ill for several days. The report drew a moral conclusion
that farmers and chemists should be more careful in the storage and labeling of dangerous chemicals. But since the
pudding was clearly very nasty, the story also says something about the voracious and undiscerning appetites of the
unfortunate Mr Dixie and his shepherd!26
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Map. Plan of the Parishes of Great Paxton and Toseland in the County of Huntingdonshire as divided and
enclosed under an Act of Parliament passed in the year 1811, County Record Office, Huntingdon.
25
The road is shown going to Paxton Hill in the Ordnance Survey Field Survey 1808-21, 2” to 1 mile, and in the
OS First Series (1835) 1838, 1” to 1 mile, Parts of Huntingdonshire, Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire, County
Record Office, Huntingdon.
26
A Brief History of Toseland, pp.10-11.
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Fig.3 Toseland 1811 enclosure map.

While the enclosures may have caused hardship and dispossession for some, the population of Toseland seems to
have increased hugely in the first part of the 19th century, from 108 people in 1811 to 230 in 1851, tailing off,
perhaps due to the agricultural depression of the 1870s, to 155 in 1891.27 Quite a lot of evidence of late 18th-19th
century building to accommodate these changes still remains, including East Farm, Hollow Farm and cottages, two

27

Ibid., pp.14-15, 19.
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rows of brick cottages and the front gable of Blue Ball House, but two other cottages attached to East Farm, one
opposite it and a gamekeeper’s cottage behind it to the south have long since been demolished. Other demolished
buildings are Barns Farm, which was near the bridlepath heading due South, and also a C17th farmhouse and
cottage on the boundary with Graveley, that were knocked down to make way for Graveley’s wartime aerodrome.

Fig. 3 Top: The Manor Cottage c. C17th. Middle: Wayside/the old Hand in Hand alehouse c. C18th. Bottom:
no.1 & 2 The Green c. C17th. Rosa Young, 1968.
The middle part of the century seems to have been the heyday - on the one hand of pubs and traders in the village,
and on the other hand of Wesleyan Methodism. There were sometimes interesting connexions between the two.
For instance, there were two pubs in Toseland, the Blue Ball (documented in 1851) and the Hand in Hand. The
latter, listed in an 1855 directory as run by John Pickin ‘beer retailer and butcher’, was owned from 1829 by James
Paine a wealthy non-conformist entrepreneur and later (1835) brewer in St Neots, who lived in Toseland Hall
from 1816 to the late 1820s.28 A relative of Paine’s wife Elizabeth, William Main farmed Manor farm in the
1840s-50s. Main, also a wealthy Wesleyan and Steward of the local society, paid for the building of the Methodist
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Chapel in Toseland in 1849 at the cost of £162.00.29 When the Trust supporting the chapel was re-formed in 1877
he became one of the Toseland members of it.

At this time, Toseland church was in a dilapidated state. The single bell, reported as cracked in 1836 was re-cast by
Thomas Mears of London in 1840. The chancel was reported as ‘missing’ in 1851 and a drawing dated 1871
(Fig.4) shows a square stone building with a hipped roof surmounted by a wooden bell turret. 30 The single bell has
given rise to a local joke - recounted in Harold Meeks’ memoirs - that in Toseland they ring all the bells for a
funeral but only one bell for a wedding. 31

Fig. 4

Toseland church before restoration, sketch dated 1871

In 1873 the church was restored and the chancel rebuilt in the form it has today, by the architect Sir A.W.
Blomfield who was responsible for restoring several local churches. Only the south doorway and part of the
chancel arch remain in situ from the original Norman chapel, but other bits of Norman masonry have been
incorporated into the rebuilt walls. The vestry was added on in 1897 and the seats in the nave installed in 1907-8.32
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A Brief History of Toseland, pp.13-14.
Ibid., p.14, illustration facing page 15; Jamison, ‘Toseland’, pp.375-6.
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Fig. 5

St Michael’s Church Toseland, August 2009.

Towards the end of the century there were other changes. One of these was in the number of village children who
went to school. While the census return of 1861 lists only 7 children as scholars, that of 1881, eleven years after
the Education Act of 1870, lists 33.33 Going to school meant a muddy walk several miles into Yelling or Great
Paxton or a further distance over the fields to the independent non-conformist school in St Neots. Indeed this
continued to be the case until well into the 20th century when the school bus system started.

In the 1890s new forms of social organisation appeared in the village. On December 4 1894 an official Parish
Meeting was inaugurated under the chairmanship of Alfred Main - who occupied the Hall and who later died from
falling off his pony at the age of 84 in 1921.34 Its first official act was to vote 5 shillings to John Manning the
publican at the Blue Ball pub for use of a room to meet in. The main purpose of the organisation was however to
elect two Overseers of the Poor and four Parish Constables yearly, which it continued to do until 1926 for
Overseers and 1940 for Constables. The meeting rapidly changed its venue in 1896 from the pub to the newly built
Parish Reading Room - the steering committee of which also featured Alfred Main, as well as the Vicar. 35

33

A Brief History of Toseland, p.15.
Minute Book of Toseland Parish Meeting/Parish Council 1894-1995, Minutes of Parish Meeting December
4,1894; A Brief History of Toseland, p.16.
35
Minutes of Parish Meeting March 24 1896.
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Fig.6 Toseland High Street looking East from the Methodist Chapel to the Reading Room (before 1978)

In the Parish Magazine of September 1895, the Vicar of Great Paxton and Toseland invited subscriptions for this
building, on the grounds that Toseland lacked somewhere - by implication, that was not a pub - that ‘young men
may meet when work is done or where a lecture or meeting for secular purposes can be held’. Clearly the women,
either young or old were felt to need no such provision...! It was a tiny tin-roofed hut built by a Mr Welham for
£72. 11s. 8 1/2 d, on a bit of field occupied by William Topham but granted ‘by the kindness of Mr Newton’ of
Croxton - owner of the estate. The Reading Room was quickly built and held its inaugural event, a subscription tea
on Friday November 8 1895. Subscriptions had come from Methodists as well as Church of England donors and
the Reading Room became a neutral territory for self-improving recreation, including a ‘Young Men’s Club’ and
the Cricket Club, and it continued to have this function until the 1950s.36

At the beginning of the 20th century, the population was still quite high - 174 in 1901, dwindling to 155 in 1911
and 138 in 1921 to rise briefly to 145 in 1931 before slowly decreasing to around 70 people today.37

Over the

century some old houses have been altered - for example, Manor Cotttage, Blue Ball House and no.70 - some have
been demolished and one, no.62, painstakingly rebuilt. A few new houses have appeared too. Some of these are
on sites that were probably previously occupied - for example, East Farm Cottage (CD Newton 1901), Lodge

36

Letter to Toseland Parish Meeting from the Vicar of Great Paxton, the Rev. HLB Budge, 1947; Minutes of
Parish Meeting May 23 1947.
A Brief History of Toseland, p.19.
37
A Brief History of Toseland, p.19.
Minutes of Parish Meetings June 22 1945, June 14 1946; title deeds of Orchard House.
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Farm/Cornfields, The Limes. Some seem to be on new sites - for instance, the two bungalows, the council houses
(1946/7) built on the edge of the grass field owned by Mr Walter Topham, and Orchard House (c.1889) built for the
Blue Ball’s landlord Mr Bert Manning by King’s brewery in the pub’s orchard. 38

Gardens were and still are quite large, but at least in the early decades of the century they tended to be places to
keep livestock - chickens, pigs, ferrets etc. Almost everyone had an allotment for growing vegetables, either in the
‘Old Goss’ or in the field at the crossroads opposite Top (Mill) Farm, so that in 1940 there was no need to create
more.39
The public water supply was a village pump - needing some repair in 193840 - on the site of the village well reported as uncapped and dilapidated in 1969 41 - near the road between East Farm Cottage and no. 62 High Street.
The Blue Ball pub had its own well, which the occupiers of no.63 had the right to use. Mains water was installed in
1946 before the council houses were built. A few other modern conveniences, such as electricity, telephone lines
and a public telephone kiosk followed soon after before 1954. The kiosk was set on the grass verge near the
council houses, but was removed by BT several years ago as the proliferation of mobile phones had made it
redundant. It took a bit longer for the main sewer to arrive, in 1969, and for refuse collection, which was still being
negotiated in 1978.42

Getting rid of the rubbish was perhaps less of a problem in the early 20th century when more of the food was
locally produced and less was packaged. The scraps went to the livestock or the compost heap or the bonfire. Rag
and bone men would buy or take away bones, junk, old clothes - if there were any that did not get cut up, handed
down etc. By 1936, however, a need was felt for a village rubbish dump and plans were made for locating it at the
Toseland end of Cotton Lane.43 This failed to materialise and a lot of domestic refuse was either buried in the
spinneys or burnt - not always successfully, judging from the number of metal toothpaste tubes to be found in
gardens today.

War brought tragedy, but also change and excitement to the village. In 1914 several young men marched away
never to return - their names are recorded on a roll of honour in the church. The village itself became the site of
mock battles and artillery practice for the Scots Greys stationed at Gun Park opposite Priory School in St Neots,
who also used a field next to Hollow Farm cottages (now called Gremblin Grange) to fire an 18 pound gun. This
must have been good news for the Topham family at the Hand in Hand pub, who were once called upon to refresh
100 soldiers.44 The main loss at this time was the windmill, by then a post-mill attached to Thomas Ashcroft’s
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farm in Yelling which was demolished in July 1915 to clear the approaches for a small airfield constructed on the
fields behind it, and bombs were stored in the remains of the mill buildings.45 The mill was recorded in local song
for having once lost two of its sails. One verse, recollected by Mr Aubrey Surkitt ran:

Sally ran out with her hair bolt upright
Please Mr Flinders, is anybody killed?
No, says Flinders, there’s nobody killed
But we shall have to grind with a two-sail mill.46

World War II brought bigger changes to the village, although most proved temporary. After the declaration of war
in September 1939, an aerodrome was built in Graveley on the fields behind Toseland Wood. The woodland was
cut down, the rights of way over the field permanently removed by the Ministry of Defence. In the attic of
Toseland Hall a big red light was installed on a sliding mechanism, so that it could be hoisted up to shine through
the South facing window, in order to enable the returning pilots to avoid crashing into the chimneys.47 At first the
airfield was used by Whitley bombers and Lysanders but in March 1943 they were replaced by the 35th TL
Squadron of Halifax bombers (the Pathfinders) which eventually gave way to Mosquitoes and Lancaster bombers.
One interesting feature of the airfield was the use of FIDO fog dispersal system - long metal pipes with jets of
burning petrol. Harold Meeks recalls that this was still full of petrol when the airfield closed and the landowner
invited locals to help themselves... 48

The Blue Ball pub did a roaring trade and the social life of the village got more exciting. On the other side of this
coin, however, was tragedy. Some new friends and acquaintances would fail to return one day from a bombing
mission or were killed in the many air crashes on and around the airfield. One plane, a Halifax bomber returning
from a raid on Germany, crashed into the outbuildings behind the Hand in Hand pub on May 5 1943 and plunged
into the pond. Only the rear gunner survived.49

Some young men went off to fight and some - like Mr Percy Topham and Mr Ray Meeks - eventually returned to
carry on working the land. For the men who stayed, there was the Toseland and Yelling Platoon of the Home
Guard, which met in the Parish Reading Room.50 For these men and their families it was a strange and
contradictory time. On the one hand there was a faceless enemy who killed or maimed sons, husbands, lovers and
friends abroad, and threatened both the airfield and the village by dropping butterfly bombs in the fields. On the
other hand, people became acquainted with individual prisoners of war as ordinary people, brought in from
Wintringham Prisoner of War camp during the week to work on the farms. One of these, a German named Hans
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who came from a farming family, used to borrow a bicycle from the Worboys family at East Farm, so that he could
cycle over at weekends to help with the milking.51 Hans was clearly a colleague of Heinz Kummer, another
inmate of Wintringham POW camp, whose story is told in John Slack’s book, A Biography of Heinz Kummer
German Prisoner of War. A Life Deeply Touched by War (2012).52

In 1944 all of the farms in Toseland became privately owned, due to the break-up of the Croxton Estate. 53
After the war the use of the airfield declined, although it was retained by the Ministry of Defence until 1968 when
it was mostly ploughed up and returned to agricultural use.54 In the meantime, Toseland Wood sprang up again
and the village population decreased. This decrease probably relates partly to changes in farming methods and the
types of farming practised. In Britain, horses were being replaced by tractors in the 1950s, when mechanization
took hold hedges were torn out with the help of government subsidies, making the big fields even bigger. Across
the nation, this was a scenario that needed a much smaller agricultural workforce. In Toseland, while there were
some tractors, horse-drawn cultivation and carting continued into the 1960s on the smaller farms, as did
scythe-mowing of hay. Indeed the skills learned in the village by Mr Ray Meeks, eventually earned him several
honours in the British scything championships later on. In the village, commercial vegetable growing started.
Dairy herds were replaced by smaller beef units and more cereals, reducing the need for general agricultural
labourers.

As the population decreased so did the viability of pubs and other trades in the village. The Hand in Hand alehouse
was already closed, and in 1977 the Blue Ball also closed down and became a private house.55 The Reading Room
fell into disuse and was eventually demolished in 1978 by the Parish Council. The Parish Council, which was
founded in May 1977, then created the tiny Newton Memorial Garden garden on the Reading Room site, with its
parish noticeboard and wooden bench. The garden’s name retains the memory of the family which owned and
donated the land in 1895, and whose last survivor at Croxton Hall, Lady Fox, gave £100 towards the cost of the
bench in 1979.56

Over the past 23 years, despite the decline in numbers of residents and the loss of public meeting places, a
community has continued to exist, meet and thrive. The front room of East Farm for instance, for a while became
the local polling station and the Parish Clerk’s house the venue for Parish Council and Annual Parish meetings.
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Services and events were held in the held in the Methodist chapel, re-designated in 2000 as also the Toseland
Community Centre. This building was eventually sold off by the Methodists, however, and is today a private
dwelling. St Michaels’ Church is now the only indoor venue for highly successful events such as the Harvest
Home and Christmas Suppers, and also the meeting place for the Parish Council, and for the Parish Meeting held
every May.

The church bell tower has recently been repaired and the bell recast. But Toseland has long ceased to have its own
vicar and now shares a team ministry with Yelling, Gravely, Eltisley, Papworth Everard, Papworth St Agnes,
Croxton and other local parishes. Village ‘do’s’, however, are regular and well attended features of life in
Toseland. Some of these have been to mark special events - like the Queen’s Silver Jubilee in 1978, where funds
raised by events ending in a village feast in Mr Barrett’s barn (now sadly destroyed by fire) at Toseland Hall, paid
for a commemorative bus shelter at Toseland crossroads (demolished subsequently due to vandalism).57 Others
have been for fun and to make a bit of cash for village improvements such as the daffodils that you see in the
verges, to contribute to the upkeep of the church, and to pay for the annual litter-pick barbecue in the Spring.

One very new thing on the Toseland horizon is the Cotton Farm wind farm on the old Graveley airfield comprising
8 turbines each 127m high, which was installed between November 2012 and early 2013. The planning application
was a hotly contested issue, and ultimately resolved at appeal – to the dissatisfaction of all of the villages involved
in the campaign against the proposal – Toseland, Yelling, Graveley, and Great Paxton

The contents of this brief history indicate some of the reasons why Toseland looks the way it does in 2013. The
future will bring more changes to how the village looks. History is being made all the time - it never stands still.
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